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Introduction

Maize is a plant of such overwhelming importance to the people who have

grown it that its history is of special significance. There are so many kinds of

maize, however, and it has been grown by so many people and for so long that its

history is complex and difficult to piece together. The literature regarding it is

scattered and fragmentary and mostly without illustrations. For one period,

though, the record is fairly well documented. Beginning about a half-century

after the discovery of America and extending through the seventeenth century, the

plant is discussed in detail in the great European hcrbals. A careful examination

and comparison of the material in these plant books with information on maize

in the early chronicles of the New World will give us a reasonably accurate picture

of what kinds of maize were current in Europe for the first few centuries after

its introduction there. Moreover, as this study contributes to a more accurate

understanding of maize, it should in numerous secondary ways illuminate the

stories of the peoples who were growing it.

Most of the herbals are in Latin but all the major vernacular languages of

Western Europe are represented. Discussions of plants in the herbals generally

follow an outline formulated by the ancients. Separate sections in each discussion

are devoted to various names for the plant, a description of it and its uses, medic-

inal properties, and place of origin. In the examination of the herbals, the infor-

mation about the plant was abstracted systematically in tabular form on large

ruled cards to allow for rapid and exact comparison of variations in different

editions and among different herbalists. The great herbals are copiously illustrated

with woodcuts, which present realistic pictures of the various types of maize seen

by the herbalists.

The collection of herbals in the Missouri Botanical Garden Library, which in-

cludes almost every edition of every major herbal of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, was almost exclusively the source for the study of these plant books.

In addition, the account in one of the first herbals to discuss maize, that of Bock

(1539), was used in the form of a photostat copy supplied by the library of the

Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University.

This work, done under a grant from Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines, Iowa, was originally

presented as a master's thesis at Washington University. Faculty members of four departments of

the University assisted the author: Dr. Edgar Anderson, of the School of Botany, who directed

the project and helped in analyzing the biological significance of the material; Drs. "William Bull,

Herbert Dieckmann, Sherman EofF, Bernard Weinberg, and the late Bateman Edwards, of the

Department of Romance Languages, and Dr. Norman DeWitt, of the Department of Classics, all

of whom assisted with textual problems and gave valuable suggestions on organizing the paper; and
Dr. Horst Janson, of the Department of Art and Archaeology, who assisted with the examination
of the woodcuts.

2 Formerly Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. Fellow in Washington University.
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Maize in Post-Conquest Hispanic America

The significance of maize as a major crop —a staple food among the natives of

the New World —led European explorers there to write about the plant in their

reports. They make some mention of what it looked like and go into great detail

about its uses and the customs and ceremonies associated with it. These reports

are scattered, however, and only a brief summary of some of the major discussions

of maize is presented here.

Beginning with the first reports of Colum-

bus, there are countless references to maize in

the literature of exploration. 3 Almost all the

major explorers mention the plant, but the

first visitor to the New World to discuss

maize in detail was a Spanish inspector of

mines, Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes,

who was sent to America in 1513 4
. The

history of the Indies, which he compiled and

published in 1526 and 1535,° contains an en-

tire chapter on maize. And throughout his

multi-volumed work, he gives a vivid picture

of the place of maize in the life of the natives.

A contemporary of Oviedo, Francisco Lopez

de Gomara, who also visited the New World,

and who, besides, received a great deal of

material from Cortes, 6
includes detailed

' On his third voyage Columbus describes maize as
M

a seed which produces a spike like a cob, which I

brought there, and now there is much of it in Castile;"

Fig. 1. The first illustration of maize

published in Europe. From a seventeenth

century translation of Oviedo's Historia

natural y general, and reported to have

been in the 153 5 edition of his work.

uoted by Salvador de Madariaga, Vida del muy
magnifico senor don Cristobal Colon. Editorial in

$>u dameric ana, p. 45 5. 1940.

The famous chronicler of Columbus' Travels, Peter

Martyr, also reports of the plant as early as 1511:

"This millet [maize] is a little more than a palm in

length, ending in a point, and is about the thickness

of the upper part of a man's arm. The grains are

about the form and size of peas. While they are grow-
ing, they are white, but become black when ripe. When
ground they are whiter than snow. This kind of grain

is called Maiz." —De Orbe Novo, The Eight Decades of

Peter Martyr d'Angbera. 1:64. Trans, from the Latin

with notes and introd. by Francis Augustus MacNutt.
New York and London, 1912.

4
MialI, L. C. The early naturalists, p. 60.

5 La historia natural y general de las Indias yslas y
tierra fir me del mar oceano. . . Sevilla.

6 Lopez de Gomara, Francisco. Encyc. Brit. 14:3 87.

14th ed. 1929.
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accounts of maize in his General History of the Indies (1552). Another

natural historian of the New World, Joseph de Acosta, who visited Peru in

1570 and Mexico in 158 3,' published references to the maize of these regions in

1590. 8 In addition, there was a vast amount of material, not available to the

Renaissance herbalists and only now being published, which contains a great deal

of information on the plant. This has been obtained from relaciones, answers to

a series of questionnaires sent out by the Spanish government, the first in 1577 and

the second a quarter of a century later. There are items in both questionnaires

inquiring about the grains of each region. A portion of these reports has been

assembled and published in two collections. 9

Piecing together the picture of what maize was like in the New World during

the Conquest is difficult because of the frequently sketchy descriptions of the ex-

plorers. They were describing it to a world which had never seen it, and their

descriptions are not precise, but general, and in terms which their readers could

understand.

Oviedo used familiar comparisons in giving a picture of maize. The breadth

of the maize stalk, he says, was either the size of one's thumb or the thickness of

a calvaryman's lance, depending on the fertility of the soil. Its height he esti-

mated as much higher than that of a man, and its leaves look like those of the

common cane of Spain but "much longer and narrower, more flexible and greener."

With more detail, he adds: 10

Each stalk produces at least one ear, and some two or three. There are about two hundred
or more grains, depending on the size of the ear. Each ear is wrapped in three or four rather
coarse leaves or coverings [husks], attached close to the grains, one on top of the other, and
of the same texture as the leaves of the stalk.

Oviedo, speculating about the origin of the plant, suggests that it is the same

as a plant described by the first-century Italian natural historian, Pliny. Indirect-

Wo
as about some he saw in Europe: 11

As I am fond of reading Pliny, I shall repeat here what he says of the millet of India. I

think it is the same as what we call "mahiz" in our Indies. Pliny says: "Ten years ago there
came a millet from India which is black and has a large kernel. The stalk, like reeds, grows
seven feet high .... It is the most fertile of all grains. One grain yields three sextarii. It

should be sown in damp places. " From this description .... [of Pliny] .... I would con-
sider it to be maize because even though he remarks that it is black, maize in the New World

7
Miall, op. cit.y p. 65.

8 An old English translation was the oldest found available: Acosta, Ioseph, The Naturall and
moral! historic of the East and West Indies. Trans, by E. Grimestone. London, 1604.

"Papeles de Nueva Espatla, segunda serie y geografia y estadistica* Ed. by Francisco del Paso y
Troncoso. 7 vols. Madrid, 1905; Relaciones geogrdficas de Indias, Ed. by Marcos Jimenez de la

Fspada. 4 vols. Madrid, 1881-1897.

Op. cit.
y

Lib. 7, Cap. 1, Fol. 72. Translation of this and other quotations from original texts

made by author unless otherwise stated. See original passages in Appendix II.

11
Historia general y natural de las Indias .... publ. by Real Acad. Hist. 1:268. Madrid, 1851.
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is mostly dark purple or red. There is also white maize and much that is yellow and it might

be that Pliny did not see all these other colors but only the dark purple which appears black.

Maize has a stalk which, as he says, is like that of a reed and anyone who was not acquainted

with the plant and had not seen it in the field before at full height would think it were a

cane field. For the most part, maize fin the New World] is somewhat higher than the

seven feet which Pliny describes. In some places it is very high, in others less so, depending

on the fertility or goodness of the soil in which it is sown.

As for what he says about its being very high yielding, I have already pointed out that

I have seen eighty, a hundred, and [even] a hundred and fifty faneagues harvested from one

faneague planted. Pliny says that it is sown in humid places; the Indies are very humid.

But to prove that maize needs to be planted in humid land or where there is a good sup-

ply of water, I mention that while Her Majesty, the Empress, was in Avila, during the time

the Emperor was in Germany, I saw in that city, which is one of the coldest in Spain, insidt

a house a good plot of maize with stalks about ten hands high [80 inches high] as stout and

as green and as beautiful as can be seen around here; near by was a well from which they

watered it each day. I was really astounded, remembering the distance and difference in

climate of this region from that of Avila .... The event took place in 1530 A. D.

An anonymous explorer who accompanied Cortes in his conquest of Mexico

describes kernels with varying colors:
12

The grain with which they make their bread is a kind of pea, and there is white, crimson,

black and reddish. Planted, it produces a high cane like a half pike, which gives two or

three ears where the grain is, as in Panizo or Panic grass.

Gomara describes the maize of Guatemala as being very large, and adds:
1 '*

Only one stalk grows from each grain. Often, however, one stalk bears two and three cars,

and one ear bears 100, and 200, 400 and even as many as 600 grains. The stalk grows as

high as a person and higher and is very thick. It bears leaves like our cane, but these are

broader, longer, greener and softer. The plant matures in four months, on some lands in

three, and on irrigated land in a month and a half, but this is not as good.

Acosta describes a similar plant: 14

[Maize] grows upon canes or reeds; every one bears one or two grapes or branches, to the

which the grain is fastened and although the grain is large, yet there are great many of

them. In some clusters I have counted seven hundred grains. They must plant it with the

hand one by one, and not very thick; it desires a hot and moist ground, and grows in great

abundance in many places of the Indies. It is not strange in those countries to gather 3 00

faneagues or measures for one sown .... There is difference between maize varieties a

there is among those of wheat; one is great and very nourishing, another small and dry,

which they call Moroche ....

Although these explorers did not go into much detail about differences in

maize varieties, they readily recognized the significance of the plant in the lives of

the natives. They saw it used as a food in countless ways. Primarily, of course,

they recognized its importance as a bread food. Oviedo entitles his chapter on

maize "Concerning the Bread of the Indies Called Mahiz", ir> and he frequently

uses the Spanish term for bread, pan, synonymously for Mahiz. Gomara explains

in detail how maize bread was made: 1(>

^Narrative of some things of New Spain, p. 35. Ed. and trans, by Marshall H. Saville. The
Cortes Society. New York, 1917. The original Spanish text has been lost, Saville' s text being from

a Spanish translation of the Italian of Ramusio.

13 Lope/, de Gomara, Francisco. La hist or ia general y natural de las Indias, Lib. 1, p. 289. 1552.

14

ir>

Op. cit, Lib. 4, p. 254.

Op. cit., Lib. 7, Cap. 1, p. 72.

16 Op. cit Lib. 1, p. 289.
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They formerly did not have any wheat throughout the Indies, which are another world;

|
it would be] greatly missed here [in Spain] because of its extensive use, but, nevertheless,

the natives of those regions [America] never felt nor do not feel the need for it, since they

all eat bread made of maize . . . [To prepare] this bread for eating, they cook the grain

in water, mash, grind and knead it; and they either cook it, wrapped in leaves in hot ashes

(because they do not have ovens) or they roast it over live coals. Others grind the grain

between two rocks like mustard, for they do not have mills. This is very hard work not

only because of the hardness of the grain but because of the length of time it takes, which

is not like that for making wheat bread. And so the women spend a part of each day at

work preparing it; it loses its harsh flavor and it soon is ready. In three days it spoils and

even decays. It stains and hurts the teeth a great deal, and for that reason they take great

care in cleaning their teeth.

There were variations on the methods of making bread. Sometimes for native

nobles and other persons of high rank the bread was made from red maize and

pressed to a wafer-like thinness. Equally common as its use in bread was the

roasting of maize ears, which is frequently mentioned by the explorers. A gruel

of maize boiled and thinned out with water was eaten by the Indians of Mexico

for breakfast and was used by the Spaniards there as a healthful food for the sick.
17

The explorers seem to have been impressed by the uses of maize for alcoholic

beverages among the Indians, as these are reported in detail. Oviedo describes

how the maize beer (chicha) was made: 18

All, for the most part, drink water, but no one dislikes wine. Rather, they are very fond

of it. And they make as much chicha (which they call their wine) as they want, out of

maize. This is their recipe for making it: they soak the maize and let it remain in water

until it begins to germinate and swell up and some sprouts come out from that part of the

grain which was attached to the ear. As soon as it has reached this point they cook it in

good water, and after it begins to boil and to cook down they take from the fire the pot

in which they cook it, and let it set until the grain settles. That day it is not ready to

drink; but the second day it is more settled and they begin to drink some of it, although it

is still somewhat thick. On the third day it is good and clear, because it is entirely settled.

The fourth day it is even better, the color being like that of cooked Spanish white wine.

It is an excellent beverage. The fifth day it begins to sour, and on the sixth it sours even
more. On the seventh day it is vinegar and not fit to drink.

The kernels were frequently chewed by old Indian women and children to

hasten the fermentation. 19 And Acosta 20 says it was a tradition among the

Indians that the older were the women who did the chewing the stronger would

be the liquor. Another type of wine was made from parched maize. 21 Revelry

and drunkenness accompanied the drinking of these potions. As one of the

tela ciotws said:
22

[The Indians] drink so much [maize liquor] that it makes them drunk. In order to

get drunk they have parties in private houses with dancing to drums and crude instruments.
It is a custom among the Indians not to drink this liquor alone; rather, they have all the
glasses in pairs, and one person must take a drink himself from one glass and give his com-
panion a drink from the other.

17 Clavigero, D. F. S., The history of Mexico 1:43 3.

18
0/>. cit. 3:136. 1853.

1 Vazquez de Espinosa, Antonio. Compendium and Description of the West Indies. Trans, by
Charles Upson Clark, in Smithsonian Inst. Washington, Misc. Coll. 102:426. 1942. The original

Spanish ms. is unpublished.
"° Acosta, op. cit., Lib. 4, p. 256.
21 Vasquez de Espinosa, op. cit., p. 426.

Ciudad de la Paz in Relaciones gcogrdficas, 2:71—72.
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And such carousing often went on for days. 23

In addition to its staple use in bread, there were a number of special food uses

for rnaize. Maize bread was sometimes made with eggs added 24 and sometimes

walnuts were mixed with the maize flour.
25 Tamales were also prepared. 26 The

Indians of Peru obtained a cooking fat and an oil from maize kernels,
27 and sugar

was prepared from the juice pressed from the maize stalk.
28 Amazed at all of the

uses to which maize was put by the Indians, Acosta confirms the remark of a

Spanish viceroy that the New World was rich in two things: "maize and cattle."
,r He was right," adds Acosta, "for these two things serve them as a thousand.""*

How much maize meant in the lives of the Indians is revealed in the reports

from the explorers on its use in ceremonies, and on various native customs related

to the plant. The Aztecs worshipped a god of maize, 30 Cinteotl, and maize was
an acceptable offering to their gods, :u

especially white maize and maize wine. 32

A gruesome sacrificial ceremony of a maize offering is vividly described by
Oviedo:*'™

. . . before the feast, they collect many fasces of maize, and they put them around the
sacrificial pile. First come the high priests of the devil . . . then the chief, and next in
line each of the leaders according to his rank, who offer themselves in sacrifice. With some
rock knives they cut their tongues and ears and genitals, and cover the maize with their
blood. Afterwards, they divide [the grain] among themselves ... and they eat it as
though it were something very holy.

Small communion wafers were made of maize in Peruvian religious ceremonies

to the sun.'
4 The Indians of Nicaragua maintained chastity during the maize

season, from sowing to harvesting. 85 In some marriage ceremonies the bride held

in her right hand an ear of maize to signify that she would take care of the house-

hold and food.'*'* So precious was maize considered in Mexico that any one who
stole maize from a field became the slave of the owner of the field.

87

Native methods of sowing are frequently reported in detail, including th

account given by Oviedo and copied by Matthiolus (see below).

25

'* Acosta, op. cit.. Lib. 4, p. 2 5 5.

24 Clavigero, op. cit., p. 212.

du Pratz, L. P. Histoire de la Louisiane, 2:3 8 3.

'^Narrative of same things of New Spain, p. 3 6.
27 Acosta, op. cit., Lib. 4, p. 25 6.

~' Von Humboldt, A. Personal narrative of travels to the equinoctial regions of America during
the years iygg-1804., 2:400-401.

29 Op. cit. y Lib. 4, p. 2 5 6.

S0 Clavigero, op. cit., p. 2 5 3.

31 Dcscripcion de la Tierra Rncanas Antamarcas, Relaciones geogrdficas, 1:207.
32 Relaci6n de Cagnasqui y Quieca, Ibid. 13:126; and Oviedo, op. cit., Lib. 49, Cap. 4, p. 3 89.

1535.

34

Op. cit., Lib. 42, Cap. 11, p. 98. 1855.

Acosta, op. cit., Lib. 5, pp. 391-392.
35 Oviedo, op. cit, Lib. 42, Cap. 11, p. 101. 185 5.
,36 du Pratz, op. cit. 2:3 92.

som
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Maize in the Great Herbals

Maize is reported in Europe very early after the Discovery. Columbus in his

report on the Third Voyage writes that the plant was then growing in Spain/**

And in the 1525 edition of Oviedo's llhtoria, there is a mention of maize growing

near Madrid. 89

Some time in the 1530's, maize

FRVMENTVMINDICVM.

Fi^. 3. Woodcut of maize from the work of the

Italian herbalist, Matthiolus (1570). Note the sim-

ilarity between this illustration and i\&. 1. At the

right is a stalk that appears to be a stylized copy of

the plant in Fuchs* cut (fig. 4).

began to attract the interest of the

European herbalists, who, carry-

ing on a medical tradition of al-

most 2000 years, published de-

scriptions and uses of plants,

chiefly those with medicinal prop-

erties. The discussions of maize

in these great plant books give us

a detailed and illustrated record of

some of the European types of

maize during the Renaissance. For

the first thirty years in which

maize is discussed in the herbals

there is no mention that it had

been brought in from America.

Although reports of maize by the

Spanish explorers and chroniclers

were being published in Europe at

the time, they were apparently

slow in their spread over Europe.

During this period, the general

opinion among the herbalists was

that maize had been brought in-

to Europe from the Orient. It

not until 1570, with the

herbal of the Italian Matthiolus

(1570, p. 3 05), who had seen the

text of Oviedo's General and Nat-

ural History, that an American

origin for maize is suggested.
10

Maize was first reported in the

herbals in the work of the German

herbalist, Jerome Bock (1539,

fols. 21-22). He calls the plant

Wehcheti Korn or "strange grain."

was

The plant, he explains, is new in Germany and probably came from India:
41

88 See footnote 3.

30 Von Humboldt, op. cit. 2:3 94.

*° The two texts are compared below

^See text in fig. 2.

in the discussion of the Matthiolus herbal.
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ecauscAll foreign plants arc called Wclscb but this really should be called Typha. B
we have no written proof, we want to name it Frumenturn Asiatic urn \ Wheat of Asia]
because in Assyria . . . such a fruit is found whose grains or kernels grow as large as olives
and this I can easily believe. I myself have seen four or five such grains at a country
merchant's —grains similar in shape and color to those discussed here. When I made a
thorough inquiry about such a fruit, I was told that it came from India. . . . One reads in
Pliny and Thcophrastus what the fruit Typha is: Namely Typha and Spelt are similar in
all respects to wheat . . .

Bock describes a plant that bore ears of eight to ten rows with kernels either

red, brown, yellow, or completely white. On the whole, Bock found the plant

startling. He marvels at the long "threads" 42 that grow out from the ears and
he suggests they function as a scarecrow device to keep birds and vermin from
destroying the plant. He says it is mysterious how the plant is fertilized, for ears

enclosed in many sheaths sprout from the sides. Bock remarks that the juicy

stems of the plant are "sweeter than any sugar," and he prescribes the juice from
the green leaves as a remedy for erysipelas. He does not include an illustration in

this early edition.

For one to understand the full meaning of Bock's text, and that of the other

herbalists mentioning maize, it must be remembered that the great herbals of the

Renaissance were the culmination of a long tradition. Early in the history of

peoples an interest is shown in plants for their medicinal uses. Among the Greeks,

from whom western Europe has derived much of its heritage, this interest was
concentrated in the rhizotomists, a class of plant-gatherers whose beliefs and tra-

ditions served as the basis for the herbal —a collection of descriptions of plants put
together for medical purposes. The earliest such collections date from the second

century B.C. 43 In the century preceding, however, a pupil of Aristotle, Thco-
phrastus of Eresus, made a philosophic study of plants as plants and not merely
for their medical applications. He included, nevertheless, in his Enquiry into

Plants —as his only extant work is called —a description of the flora of the Mediter-

ranean region, with accounts of the uses of a number of the plants.
44 As pointed

out above, Bock attempts to associate maize with one of the plants that Theo-
phrastus describes.

Two other ancient works were consulted by the Renaissance herbalists, who,
in order to recover the old remedies, tried to associate the plants of western Europe
with those mentioned in the ancient books. 41 The Natural History of Pliny

(Secundus) was so influential throughout the Middle Ages that eighteen editions

were printed in the fifteenth century and forty as late as the sixteenth.
,,;

Pliny,

like Theophrastus, mentions a grain which the sixteenth-century herbalists attempt
to identify with maize. The original passage from Pliny is quoted by Oviedo
above.

Dioscorides, a Greek contemporary of Pliny, published an herbal Materia

"The styles from the female ovaries of the corn plant, commonly called "silks.*'
43

Singer, Charles. From ma&ic to science, pp. 174-177.
44 Arber, Agnes. Herbals. p. 7.
4o Greene, E. L. Smithsonian Inst. Washington, Misc. Coll. 54:223.
46

Ibid., p. 15 8.
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Fig. 4. The first illustration of maize in the herbals. From De bisioria stirpium of Leonhard

Fuchs (1542).
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medica, which became the medical bible of the Middle Ages. His work was of

such consequence that "everyone who undertook the study of botany or the

identification of medicine swore by his words. Even as late as the seventeenth

century both the academic and the private study of botany may almost be said to

have begun and ended with the text of Dioscorides." 17

These early herbals were handed down to the Renaissance herbalists by copying

and re-copying throughout the Middle Ages. Changes from the originals were

chiefly additions, in some manuscripts, of glossaries listing the local dialectal

names for the plants that were described. Some of the manuscripts had been

copied and recopied for over a thousand years.
48

The botanical renaissance was started in the first half of the sixteenth century

by the "German Fathers of Botany," a group of herbalists among whom was

Bock, whose works represent a return to nature. 49 The first of these was Otto

Brunfels, whose Herbarum iivae eicoties, published in 1530, is significant because

of its realistic woodcuts which led the way for life-like portrayal of plants. He
makes no mention of maize.

Bock, the second of the German fathers, whose chapter on maize has been

discussed above, published his first herbal in German without illustrations. Later

editions," both in German and Latin, include the same material on maize but are

illustrated with a stalk taken from the woodcut of maize in the work of Leonhard

Fuchs, the next herbalist after Bock to discuss maize. (See fig. 7).

Fuchs' herbal, Dc historia stirpium, first published in Latin in 1542, presents a

type of maize that is very much like that discussed by Bock. r>1 His woodcut of

the maize plant (see fig. 4), of folio size, is the first illustration of the whole plant

to appear in Europe. 52 By 1542, maize had evidently become common in Germany,

for Fuchs reports that "it is now growing in all gardens." He describes a plant

with ears of eight to ten rows and bearing red, white, yellow, or purple kernels.

Prop-roots (which might be expected to have sprouted from the lower nodes of

the plant if it had been brought into Temperate Europe from some Tropical

region of the New World) are neither mentioned in the text nor illustrated on the

plant he portrays. Fuchs calls the plant Frumenttim Turcicum and says that it

was brought into Germany from Asia by the Turks, who were reported to have

used it when other grains were scarce:' 3

This grain, like many others, is one of those varieties which have been brought in to us
from another place. Moreover, it came into Germany from Greece and Asia, whence it is

called "Turkish grain," for today the huge mass of Turkey occupies the whole of Asia, and
the Germans, noting the place of its origin, call it Turckisch korn.

4
\SprengeI, Kurt. Historia rci hcrbariac, I, as quoted by Greene ('00), p. 151.

4S
Singer, op. cit., pp. 184-18 5.

49

50
Arber, op. cit., p. 52.

Kreuter Buch, 1546, p. 249; 1560, p. 243. Tragus, De stirpium . . ., 1552, pp. 650-652.
51

p. 824.

A woodcut of maize is reported to have been included in the Historia of Oviedo (1535) ac-
cording to Miall, op. cit., p. 66. A check of the original texts of Oviedo's work in the Missouri
Botanical Garden Library and in the Newberry Library does not reveal such an illustration. A
reproduction of this cut in Ramusio (see footnote 44) is given in fig. 1.

53 Fuchs, op. cit., p. 824.
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The term Turcicum during this period was probably used to mean "foreign/'

The Turks, attacking various parts of Western Europe, had introduced a number

of new products there. Consequently, plants, animals and articles alien to a par-

ticular location were frequently assumed to have been brought in by the Turks

and were labeled "Turkish/* 54 From a similar misconception, the American bird,

Mcleagris gallopai'o gallopavo, is commonly called a Turkey. ^

Valerius Cordus, the fourth of the German herbalists, who was outstanding in

.56
plant description, is the first to recognize prop-roots in the maize plant:

It is supported by many fibrous roots from the sides, to which there are added other

supports which grow out on all sides from the lowest node and are sent down into the

ground. A cornfield is supported by these against strong wind.

Cordus' text, illustrated by a stalk copied from the cut of Fuchs, reads like a

modern taxonomic description. He describes the morphology of the plant in fine

detail. The ears have eight to ten rows and bear kernels that are either golden

or yellow, and he says that an extraordinary type was found with red and black

kernels. Cordus makes no mention of the origin or uses of the plant. By the

name Triticum Bactriannm, which he calls maize, he associates the plant with the

Triticum of Theophrastus. 57

Two other German herbalists, whose works appeared at the end of the sixteenth

century, present discussions of maize. A pupil of Brunfels, Tabernaemontanus,

whose German name was Jacob Dietrich of Bergzabern, produced an herbal, Neuw

Kreuterbuch in 1588, in which he describes two types of maize. 58 He discusses

each in a separate chapter: one entitled Vrumentum Turcicum, the other ¥ rumen-

turn Indicum. The first type has eight to ten rows with red, white, yellow, or

purple kernels. It has no prop-roots (as might occur in plants brought in from

the tropical regions of America), and its possible origin is not mentioned. The

second type, labeled Vrumentum Indicum
y

has broader leaves and ears with higher

row numbers, and bears several rows of prop-roots. It has kernel colors of black,

brown, white, yellow, and purple. This plant, Tabernaemontanus says, was

brought from the New World via Spain. Twenty-three woodcuts are presented

in Chapter IV of the herbal: one of an entire plant, four of individual ears to

illustrate the first type of plant, one of the plant of Vrumentum Indicum , and

seventeen of its type of ears.

54 Information supplied by Dr. Horst Janson, of the Washington University department of art

and archaeology, who is making a cultural study of the period.

55 Information supplied by Dr. Hampton Carson, Washington University department of zoology.

Fuchs uses a number of terms still in use today to describe the corn plant and other grasses. The

word culmus, modified from the Greek calamos, from which comes our term "culm", is his word

for the stems of grass-like plants. In an introductory glossary of "difficult" terms, he defines a

spike as that which a culm bears at its summit, and in accordance with this definition, applies the

term to the entire corn tassel which today is known as a panicle. (See Greene, op. tit., p. 275.)

**Annotationes
9 p. 112. 1561.

57
0/>. cit.

58 1:75 8-764.
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47* Turcicum f rumen turn.

5

Mm

^»^r#*

i

Turcicum Frumcntum

6

Figs. 5-7. Reduced copies of the original cut of Fuchs' (rig. 4) : Fig. 5. Reduction in

the Fuchs herbal of 1545, copied in reverse of the original. Fig. 6. Reduction in the Fuchs

herbals of 1549, 1551, and 1553, in reverse of fig. 5 and probably a copy from it. Fig. 7.

Copy in the herbal of Bock (1546).
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Two years earlier, Joachim Camcrarius published an edition of the herbal of

the Italian Matthiolus.'
,!)

In this work Camerarius presents a dwarf maize plant

to illustrate the text (see fig. 10). This is discussed below.

The herbal in the Low Countries centered around the cooperative work of

three herbalists.
00 The first and most famous of these, Rembcrt Dodoens (in

Latin, Dodonaeus), published his Dc frugum historia in 1552, and later editions

in 1566, 1583, and 1616. In all of his editions Dodonaeus describes an ear of eight

to ten rows, bearing, according to various editions (see Table III), either red,

white, yellow, brown, or purple kernels. In the editions of 1566 and 1616 he says

the stalk is five to seven feet high and bears three to four ears. His material on the

origin and uses of maize differs in the various editions. In the edition of 15 52, he

calls maize Milium Imlicnm, associating it with the plant of Pliny, but adds:
01

This season it is called Turkish or Saracen grain because it is believed to have been
brought in from Asia or Greece which are under the power of the Turks.

Bread made from this grain, he says, is binding and offers no nourishment to the

body.

In the edition of 1566, he disagrees with Valerius Cordus' name for the plant,

Triticum Bactrianum, and points out that Pliny spoke of a grain whose size would

equal "one of our ears." He quotes some of the ancient descriptions and con-

ludes: 01

Turkish corn is unlike these —it is not Triticum Bactrianum, but should be given a new
name Triticum Turcicum. Some day some Oedipus will point out its ancient name or be
able to show that it was described somewhere by the ancients or was at least known to them.

In this edition he presents the first original drawing of the maize plant since

that of Fuchs in 1542 (see fig. 8). In the editions of 158 3 and 1616, he denies an

Oriental origin and says maize was brought in from the New World:* 52

By no means [did it come] from Asia which is subject to the Turkish Emperor (as is

commonly believed) or from the Orient, but from the West—from America and neighbor-
ing islands brought first into Spain and then into other states of Europe.

Another Low Country herbalist and a close friend of Dodonaeus/' 3
Jules-

Charles de TEscluse (Clusius), edited the Exoticorum libri decern (1605), which

included material of the New World chroniclers, Garcia de Orta, Christophorus

a Costa, and Nicolaus Monardes. In discussing the bread of the New World,

Monardes presents a short paragraph on maize (see below).

The chief work of Mathias de PObel (Lobelius), the third of the Belgian

herbalists, was Plantarum scu stirpium historia (1576), which was translated into

Flemish in 1581 under the title Kruydtboeck. In this last work l'Obel presents

a woodcut of a maize plant with six rows of prop-roots and labels it Indian corn

5,

Matthiolus, Petrus, Dc plantis epitome . . . aucta et locuplelata, a D. loachimo Camerario.
1586, p. 186.

fi(, Arbcr, pp. 79-92.
61 Op. cit. y p. 3 5.

62 Op. cit.
t p. 509.

6S Arbcr, op. cit., p. 82.
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8 9

Fig. 8. Illustration of maize in the 1566

edition of the herbal of Dodonaeus.

Fig. 9. This cut, in the herbal of l'Obel

(1581), is the first to illustrate prop-roots.

(sec fig. 9). He distinguishes this from Turkish Corn, which he illustrates with

the cut in the Dodonaeus edition of 1566. He describes ears with colored kernels

similar to those reported by previous herbalists (see Table III) and does not go

into detail about specific differences between the two plants. He disagrees with

the statement of the Italian herbalist Matthiolus that maize came from America

because, he says, the plant was mentioned by Pliny and others of the ancients who

had never been to America/ 14 Later (1605), he mentions a New World origin.

The most outstanding of the Italian herbalists, Petrus Matthiolus (Pierandrea

Mattioli), was apparently the first of the European herbalists to have seen the lit-

erature of exploration. He is the first of the herbalists to deny an Oriental origin

for maize and to suggest that the plant had been brought into Europe from

64 Op. ctt. y pp. 50-51.
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America. 4 "' In his edition of 1570, where he first discusses maize, he says:
r><>

This type of grain, which they wrongly call Turdcum, can be numbered among the

varieties of wheat. [It has been named] incorrectly, I say, because it ought to be called

Indicum, not Turdcum, for it was first brought from the West Indies, not out of Turkey
and Asia, as Fuchs believed.

Matthiolus was evidently influenced in this belief by the text of Oviedo. He in-

cludes in his discussion Oviedo's account of the methods used by the Indians to

sow mar/.e:

OVIEDO, 153 5

five or six Indians stand ... a step

away from each other in a row and with

a stick or macana [wooden sabre edged
with sharp flint] they strike the earth,

shake the stick in order to open up the

earth and then take the stick out. In the

hole they throw with their left hand four

or five grains of maize which is taken from
a small bag tied about the neck. With
his foot he closes over the hole containing

the grains lest parrots or other birds eat

them. Then they take another step for-

ward and do the same thing, proceeding

throughout the field in the same way. All

the Indians sow in a row until they arrive

at the end of the piece of land they are

sowing [continuing thus] until they have

finished the whole field, (folios 71-72).

MATTHIOLUS, 15 70

The Indians sow this seed, which they

call MalitZ, in this way. A number of

them, in a straight line, at equal distances,

go down into the field. Then they make
a hole with a sharp stick in their right

hand and with their left hand they throw

in four or five grains in the hole covering

it over with their foot lest parrots eat the

seed. So with measured step backwards,

they sow the whole field with grain. But

before they entrust the seed to the ground
they soak it in water for two days, and

do not sow it unless the ground has been

previously rained upon. [The plant]

sprouts within a few days and is harvested

in India in 4 months, (p. 305).

The last three sentences in the above excerpt from Matthiolus indicate that he

had seen other sources, besides Oviedo, in the literature of exploration. The maize

ear which Matthiolus illustrates is very similar to that found in the Ramusio

was iin th e ongleinal.translation of Oviedo*" and, according to one student,
*

Matthiolus describes ears with red, black, white, brown, purple or yellow kernels

and having eight to ten rows. He calls the plant Yrumcntum Indicum and gives

malitz™ as the name for the plant in the New World. He also refers to a 40-day

corn, and a two-month corn, both of which are mentioned widely in the literature

of exploration. Later editions of Matthiolus (see bibliography) include for the

most part the same text.

The Spanish herbalist Monardes, describing the flora of the New World, reports maize growing
in America in his herbal of 1569 (see footnote 71). Because he does not describe or illustrate the

plant or associate it with the common names for it in Europe, the material differs very little from
other references in the literature of exploration.

6n
O/>. ctt., p. 305.

61 Delia natural? et generate hisforia delTlndie, dove si tratta dclVagricoltura. Venice, 1606, III,

Lib. 7, p. 110.
0S

Miall, op. cit. y p. 61.
09 Matthiolus probably misread the "h" of mahiz for an "1". The modern term has been studied

in detail: "The word 'maize' is first recorded by Oviedo as the word for corn in the Cuban
dialect of Arawak and [Oviedo] gives the original form in two spellings:

r mah? and f majisr >

. . .

[The phonetic interpretation of these spellings] is that the word starts off with mah-, which is

followed by -hi- (this syllable in colloquial Spanish reduced to the second member of a diphthong),
and the word is then closed by a third and final syllable -si-. By giving two spellings Oviedo
makes it possible to know exactly what the pronunciation was. Though the Arawak language has

for centuries been dead in the islands, there arc Indians on the mainland of South America, for

instance, in Guiana, who still speak a different dialect of it, and in their dialect, if we look for the
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.71

Castor Durante, another Italian herbalist, seems to have taken much of his

texts from Matthiolus. 70 He labels his discussion Grarw d'India (Grain of India)

and, writing of the use of maize in the New World, quotes from Matthiolus.

Durante describes an ear of eight to twelve rows, with red, white, and yellow

kernels.

The Spanish herbalists, describing for the most part the flora of America, in-

clude the maize of the New World. The first of these, Nicolaus Monardes, pub-

lished in 1569 his Historia medicinal, a work without illustrations and containing

only a general reference to maize:

. . . bread is made of maize . . . They grinde it, and with water they knedc it, and in a

frying panne of earth they bake certain cakes which they make of it, and it must be eaten

freshe, as soone as it is made; for being dry it is sharpe and troublesome to swallow down,

and doeth offende the teeth . . .

Another Spanish herbalist, Francisco Hernandez, 72 presents a detailed picture

of the uses of maize in Mexico, giving much the same information that is in the

literature of exploration. For the first time in the herbals, Hernandez uses the

Aztec name for maize, tlaolli, and describes it as having black, white, purple, dark

blue, golden yellow or mixed-colored kernels. To illustrate his herbal he uses

woodcuts taken from the PObel herbal of 1581.

Portuguese herbalists chiefly describe the flora of Portuguese dominions in the

Orient and do not make reference to maize.

Maize is first mentioned in Switzerland in the herbals of Caspar Bauhin and of

his brother Jean. Caspar's discussion of the plant in his Phytopinax (1596, p. 55)

and Pinax (1623, pp. 24-26) is chiefly an attempt at the systematization of the

descriptions of previous writers. He includes a description of a plant (1623, p. 25)

with grains of "tender infolded skin", which might indicate pod corn. His

brother Jean treats maize in somewhat the same way,''* presenting a compendium

of previous descriptions. Another Swiss student of plants, Konrad Gesner, had

projected an herbal but it was not finished before his death. The 1500 drawings

he prepared for the work were sold to the German herbalist Camerarius 4
"

l and one

of these may be the source of the woodcut of maize in Camerarius' herbal of 15 86

(see fig. 10) .

There were very few herbals compiled in France, and most of them are trans-

lations.
7

"
1 The few original French works deal almost entirely with pure sys-

tematic botany and, as far as I know, do not discuss maize.

word for corn, we find marise." Quoted from: Harrington, John P. Origin of the word "maize."

Wash. Acad. Set. Jour. 3 5:68. 1945.
10 Herbario Novo. 1602, pp. 217-218; 1617, pp. 217-218; Hortulus Sanitatis. 1609, pp. 397"399.
71 Frampton, John. Ioyfull newes out of the new-found world e, p. 104. The Spanish original was

not available.

12 Rerum medicarvm Novae Hispaniae, Thesavrvs .... pp. 242-247.
73 Historia plantarum, 2:453-454. 1651.
74 Arber, op. cit., pp. 110-111.
15

Ibid., p. 119.
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Fig. 10. A dwarf plant and enlarged segments in the herbal of Matthiolus,

edited by Camerarius (1586). This freak, labelled Indian Corn, was illustrated

probably as a portent.
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The first discussion of the plant in England is in a translation of the Cruyde-

boeck of Dodonaeus'* 1 by Henry Lyte in 1578. 7 ' The Her ball of John Gerarde, V
8

the most famous of the English herbalists, is also a translation of Dodonaeus

(Pemptades, 1583), arranged according to TObel. Gerarde adds, however, some

original material in his discussion of maize. He says he has grown maize in his

own garden and points out in ''English it is called Turkey corne and Turky

wheate." He suggests that the plant came from both America and Asia:'
5 '

These kinds of grainc were first brought into Spaine, and then into other provinces of

Kurope out of Asia which is the Turkes Dominions, as also out of America and the Hands
adioyning from the east and west Indies, and Virginia and Norembega, when they use to

sowe or set it, and to make bread of it where it groweth much higher than in other countries.

He describes a maize ear which is of eight to ten rows and bearing red, white,

yellow, or purple kernels. Four woodcuts from the 1588 edition of the herbal of

Tabernaemontanus illustrate the text. The woodcut labeled Frumentum Indicum

by Tabernaemontanus in his herbal of 1588 is here labeled Frumentum Asiaticum,

Corne of Asia; but the cut which Tabernaemontanus labeled Frumentum Tur il-

eum bears also that label in Gerarde's work. 80 In addition, Gerarde presents six

woodcuts of cars from the Tabernaemontanus herbal with their original captions.

In the 163 6 edition of the Herball, Gerarde revises his original statement concern-

ing the origin of maize: 81

These kinds of grain were first brought into Spaine, and then into other provinces of

Europe: not (as some suppose) out of Asia Minor, which is the Turks Dominions; but out

of America and the Islands adioining, as out of Florida, and Virginia or Norembega, where
they use to sow or set it or make bread of it, where it grows much higher than in other

countries.

John Parkinson, a later herbalist, discusses two types of maize in his Tbcatrum

Botan/cum: 82
(1) "Frumentum Indicum vel Turcicum vulgare, the usuall Indian

or Turkie wheate," and (2) "Frumentum Indicum altcrum sire minus, the other

lesser Indian wheate." The first, which he says came "from the East and West

Indies," is of six to ten rows and has blue, white, or yellow kernels and the plant

bears two or three ears. This plant illustrated by the cut from the 1566 edition

of the herbal of Dodonaeus (fig. 8) was, according to Parkinson, prevalent in

England. It was without prop-roots. Parkinson points out that the maize plant

with prop-roots illustrated in the herbal of l'Obel of 1581 is different from the

plant he describes: 83

Lobel cxpresseth the figure of another sort as he thinkcth because as hee saith it grew
greater and higher, and the roote grew greater, and with wore separate tnfts y the roote not

differing in anything else; but I thinke it no specificall difference, not understanding by
any that it is taken for another sort, and, therefore, I have omitted it.

1U Posteriorum trium . . . de stirphun historia, etc. 15 54.
i{ A nievve herball, pp. 463-464.
,8 The herball or generall historic of plantes. 1597.
79

Ibid., p. 77.

*°Ibid., p. 75.
B1 lUd., p. 82.
S '

J
1640, pp. 1138-1139.

83
Ibid., p. 113 9.
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The second type, Parkinson says, is "not halfe so High or great, the ears like-

wise are not halfe so bigge." This plant, he adds, is "a stranger, and seldome seene

with us."
84 Parkinson's theory of the origin of the plant is especially interesting

because he observed a fact —that maize cannot grow wild —which has stimulated

modern biological interest in the plant:

Matthiolus, Dodonaeus, Lugdunensis and others who condemne Fuchsiui for calling it

Frumentum Turcicum, according to his countries dialect are found more just to be blamed

themselves, for no doubt but this very Indian Wheate which plentifully is found to grow
in all the tract of the West Indies, yet not found naturall in any place, but planted every-

where by the natives, & is the same with Theophrastus and Pliny their Frumentum or

Triticum and Milium Bactrianum Indicum.*''

That Parkinson had seen the work of Acosta is evidenced by the following

Statement: 86
. . . Acosta saith the Spaniards in the Indies or the Indians call

maize Morochc; the drinke made of Maiz is generally in the Indies called Cbicba,

but by some Acua.
>»

Then, speaking of the "Vermes" of the plant, Parkinson writes: 87 ". . . Acosta

saith that by feeding too much on maize it engenders grosse blood, which breedeth

itches and scabbes in those that were not used to it."

TABLE I

NAMESIN THE HERBALSFOR MAIZE

Wels then Korn
Bock, 1539

Frumentum Asiaticum

Bock, 1539

Gerardc, 1597
Frumentum Turcieum (and variations)

Fuchs, all eds. 1542-95
Bock, 1546, '52, '60

Lonicerus, 1551

Dodonaeus, 1563,
y

66, 78, '83, '86, 1644
Cord us, 1561

L'Obel, 1576, '91, 1605

Tabcrnaemontanus, 1588, 1613, '64

Bassaeus, 1590

Gerarde, 1597, 1636

Durante, 1602, '09, '17

Parkinson, 1640

Chabraeus, 1666, 77
a Tu r re, 1685

Matthiolus, 1696

Triticum Bactrianum

Cordus, 1561

Frumentum Indicum (and variations)

Cordus, 1561

Matthiolus, 1570, 71, '83, '86, 1674, '96

L'Obel, 1576

Dodonaeus, 15 86

Camera rius, 15 86

84 7/W., p. 1138.
85

Ibid. Parkinson's

Matthiolus (1561 and
88

//>/</., p. 1139.
87

Ibid.

Tabcrnaemontanus, 15 88, 1613, '64

Bassaeus, 15 90

Durante, 1602, '09, '17

Parkinson, 1640

Bauhin, 1658

Boccone, 1674

Milium Indicum (Plinianum)

Dodonaeus, 1552, '53, '54

L'Obel, 1591, 1605

Maizium (and variations)

Matthiolus, 1570, '83, '86, '98, 1611,

Monardes, 1596

Dodonaeus, 158 3

Cesalpinus, 158 3

Tabcrnaemontanus, 15 88, 1613, '64

Camerarius, 15 86

L'Obel, 1591, 1605

Durante, 1602, '09, '17

Clusius, 1605

Gerarde, 163 6

Hernandez, 165 1

Bauhin, 1658

aTurre, 1685

Tlaolli

Hernandez, 1651

Triticum Perm ianum
Chabraeus, 1666, 77

'96

reference to "Lugdunensis," above,

1572) were published at Lyons.

is not clear. The French editions of
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TABLE II

PLACE OF ORIGIN OF MAIZE ACCORDINGTO THE HERBALS

India

Bock, 15 39

Loniccrus, 1551

Greece or Asia held by the Turks

Fuchs, 1542-95 (all eds.)

Lonicerus, 1551

Dodonaeus, 1552, '63, '66
y 78, '86, 1644

Gerarde, 1597

Bauhin, 1658

Turkey
Bock, 1546, '52, '60

New World
Matthiolus, 1570, '83, '86

Dodonaeus, 158 3, 1616

Camerarius, 15 86

Gerarde, 1597, 1636

Durante, 1602, '09, '17

L'Obel, 1605

Bauhin, 165 8

New World via Spain

Dodonaeus, 1583, 1616, '44

Tabernaemontanus, 1588, 1613, '64

Herbal

Bock, 1539-60 (inc.)

Fuchs, 1542-95 (inc.)

Lonicerus, 1551

Dodonaeus, 15 52

1563

1566
1578

1583,

1586

1616

Cordus, 1561

Matthiolus, 1570

1571

1583

1586

1696

L'Obel, 1576

1581

1605

Camerarius, 1586

Tabernaemontanus,

1588, 1613, '64

Indicum
Turcicum

Bauhin, 1591

1596

1651

1658

Gerarde, 1597, 163 6

Durante, 1602, '09, '17

Parkinson, 1640

Hernandez, 1651

Chabraeus, 1666,
y
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TABLE III

COLORSOF KERNELS

Red

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Black

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Brown

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Blue

X

X

X
X

X

X

White

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Yell ow

X

X

X

X X
X

X X
X X
X X
X X

X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Purple

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
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Woodcuts of Maize in the Herbals

Most of the Renaissance herbals studied here contain one or more woodcuts of

maize. They generally accompany discussions of the plant in the texts and give

us a rather clear picture of some of the types of maize in Europe in the sixteenth

century. The illustrations are extremely realistic. They are not like those handed

down from the Middle Ages, which, after being copied over and over again for

hundreds of years, show only vague outlines of the original plants. Such a tradi-

tion ended when Diirer, and other great Renaissance masters, used the woodblock

as a serious medium for their art. By their precision and realism they stimulated

other competent artists to draw for the blocks of the herbalists.
88 They present

plants in their natural state and with their individual peculiarities. Some of the

artists went to extremes of realism. One, for example, went so far as to include

the wilted leaves and bent stems of the herbarium specimens he used as models.

Realistic as the woodcuts are, they supply us with much information about

corn of this period, which is not in the herbal texts. Some characteristics, only

recently found significant in classifying the plant, are presented clearly in the

prints. These include ear shape, presence or absence of prop-roots, and "flag leaves"

(the corn-breeder's nickname for leafy bracts [see Brown and Anderson, '47]),

types of tassel branching, breadth of leaves, and other features. The herbalists, of

course, did not describe these characteristics precisely for they had neither the scien-

tific knowledge nor terminology necessary, nor the intention to do so. The func-

tion of most of the herbals was not to further the new science of botany or

taxonomy, but to allow readers to associate the plants of their locality with those

used in the ancient medicines. Therefore, to us who study the morphology of

maize of this time, the cuts are especially important. Much that the herbalists

did not describe in words, they have handed down to us through these drawings.

Despite their realism, the woodcuts are not exact depictions. There were some

technical limitations in their making which prevented complete naturalism. It

was difficult, for example, to present very fine detail of plants both because of the

thickness of the woodcut line and the lack of pains taken in printing. The line

was about 250/x —a breadth that would not allow the drawing of hairs, stamens,

or parts of small florets less than 1-2 mm. in diameter. 90
Besides, the cuts were

intended for mass printing to illustrate books, and detail was not given the same

careful attention as in cuts for single prints. Fine features of the corn plant,

such as tassel spikelets, suffered as a result. It was also hard to draw round

features on the rectangular block. In many herbals, trees are drawn with square

crowns, and in some drawings of maize, such as in fig. 8, the long lateral le:

are bent at the sides and the roots squared off unnaturally.

The prints also have some errors. Drawn in a period when plant sexuality

was not understood, the silks on the ears in almost all prints come out from the

HHArber, op. cit., p. 202.
s

-'Hans Weiditz, the artist for the Herbarum riiac eicones of Otto Brunfels (1530).
!W) Church, A. H. Brunfels and Fuchs. Jour. Bot. 57:233-244.

Arber, op. est., p. 215.
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tips of the cobs, rather than from each kernel. As pointed out above, one

herbalist suggested that the silks functioned as a "scare-crow" device to keep away

preying birds! In Fuchs* cuts (fig. 4) the top two leaves on the second shoot from

the right are drawn opposite instead of the natural alternate arrangement. Such

errors served a useful purpose in this study in revealing copies and are discussed

in more detail below. Many of them can be explained partially by the lack of

knowledge of the corn plant at that time, and partially by a possible lack of

cooperation between the various woodcut craftsmen. Three different craftsmen

sometimes worked on each cut: the artist who made the original drawing, another

craftsman who drew it on the block, and a sculptor who cut out the wood. 02

When there was little close-working among the three, a misunderstood detail might

have been misrepresented.

It was a common practice among the herbalists to borrow, and sometimes even

to copy, each other's prints. Most of the drawings of maize in the illustrated

herbals studied here are reprints, and a few are copies. A survey was made of all

of them to find the first plant of each original cut modelled after an actual maize

plant. Since some of the cuts were reprinted for over 100 years, first prints were

sought in order to date the depicted maize more accurately. Originals are more

valuable than copies in such a morphological study as this, because, in the course

of copying, the original figures might have been changed, either through mis-

interpretation or stylization.

In detecting reprints, like drawings were grouped together and then examined

minutely to determine if similar prints had actually been made from the same

block. Each print has a number of peculiarities, such as broken lines, which were

compared in suspected duplicates. Some reprints had to be traced through as

many as ten herbals extending over a century.

Each of these first
i>3

prints was then compared to determine if any were copies.

The test for originality was not only distinctly different artistic features, but

biological evidence that each print had been drawn from an actual maize plant as

model. Some of this evidence is in the form of new biological features not found

in previous cuts. For example, the cut in the 1566 edition of the herbal of

Dodonaeus (fig. 8) presents among other original features "flag" leaves. The cut

of PObel, in his edition of 1581 (fig. 9), shows prop-roots not found in earlier

cuts. Evidence for originality is also presented when biological errors in previous

cuts are not perpetuated. The husks in the large cut of Fuchs' herbal (fig. 4) are

drawn in an unnatural position. Dodonaeus* cut (fig. 8), on the other hand,

presents them life-like.

The woodcuts in the forty-seven illustrated herbals surveyed here were traced

to originals in seven herbals. Only one cut had been copied extensively. The

92 Church, op. cit.
t p. 23 3.

J The detection of a reprint where the original may be unknown is, of course, impossible. There-
fore, some of the cuts which have been deemed "original" in this study may not have been original

in the work to which they were traced, but may have been reprinted from previous herbals not in

the collection of the Missouri Botanical Garden Library.
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large cut in the first herbal of Fuchs, the first drawing of maize in the herbals, had

such far-reaching influence that a number of cuts for the next hundred years were

copied from it. This cut, of folio size, was probably considered too large for re-

printing and was reduced in later herbals to 4% inches and to 2 ]
/2 inches. (Since

cuts were usually reduced by pantograph, they appear in reverse of the original.

See Appendix I). Bock, in his herbal of 1546, presents an illustration of a stalk

which is unquestionably a pantograph copy of one of the four stalks in the Fuchs

herbal. The 1551 edition of the herbal of Lonicerus contains a cut of a plant

with two stalks, taken from the Fuchs cut. Matthiolus, in his herbal of 1570,

shows a plant that is very likely a stylization of the one in Fuchs (fig. 3). In

addition, the herbal of Bauhin of 1651 gives a pantograph copy of three right

stalks of a reduction of Fuchs* cut. A complete trace-list of all cuts in the herbals

surveyed is found in Table IV.

All significant biological features were examined in these originals: the num-

ber of stalks, the number of ears borne on a stalk, the presence or absence of prop-

roots and "flag" leaves, the shape of the ear, the number of rows of kernels, and,

where possible, the arrangement of the tassel branching. A description of the

cuts follows:

Fuchs, 1542:

Fuchs presents a culm bearing three tillers, two of which have one ear each

(fig. 4). The culm bears four ears, the topmost being partially husked and show-

ing eight regular rows of rounded kernels which taper toward the tip. This cut,

of folio size, was reduced and used in thirteen later herbals. In the 1545 edition

of Fuchs' herbal, the cut was reduced to 4% inches in length (fig. 5), but re-

tained all gross features of the original. This reduced cut was also used in the

editions of 1595 of the herbal of Fuchs, and of 1552, 1553, 1554, 1563, and 1578

of the herbal of Dodonaeus. The cuts in the editions of 1549, 1551, and 1553 of

the herbal of Fuchs were reduced to 2 ]
/2 inches (fig. 6).

Bock presents in his herbal of 1546 (fig. 7) a simplified copy of the cut in

the Fuchs herbal of 1542, 04 which is used in later editions of his herbal (1552 and

94 The single stalk in Bock's cut is a copy of the third stalk in the cut of Fuchs. Note that the

arrangement of the leaves on both stalks is almost identical. (The cut was likely copied by panto-
graph, and hence all features are in reverse). On both stalks the top leaves are drawn opposite

instead of the natural alternate arrangement, the third leaf from the top is incurved and has a small

bract-like projection opposite it, and one of the basal leaves is bent around and in back of the stalk.

Also, in proportion to the relative sizes, the leaves are drawn in both cuts at approximately the

same internodal distance. Both stalks bear four ears. The Bock cut copies the Fuchs presentation

of an car with husks drawn only one-half way in an unnatural position, probably in order to ex-

pose the top half of the ear. In both cuts the corn silks are drawn extending from the tip of the

ear, rather than from the kernels as actually occurs. The top two ears on both cuts are drawn
from one node. Both stalks have ears of eight rows, but the third ear from the top on the Bock
cut is husked one-half way, displaying a second ear of eight rows; this ear is covered in the Fuchs
drawing. The husk arrangement of these two ears is very similar, however. The lowermost husk
on both ears is drawn hanging down and around the lowest stalk. This indicates that Bock's artist

possibly recopied the top ear in the third-ear position.
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1560) and in the herbal of Valerius Cordus of 1561. Similar but somewhat

stylized copies are found in the 1570 and 1583 editions of the herbal of Matthiolus;

the 1651 edition of the herbal of Bauhin; the 1656 edition of the herbal of Pan-

covius; and the 1666 edition of the herbal of Chabraeus.

Dodonaeus, 1566:

Dodo

herbal are completely different from those in Fuchs' cut (fig. 8). The tassel

branches are firmer and more highly condensed, with a strong central spike. The

ears are drawn with husks bearing distinct "flag" leaves —a feature only sketchily

drawn in the cut of Fuchs. Inset is an ear of a higher row number than that in

the Fuchs cut. The block of Dodonaeus is used in three later editions of the herbal

(1583, 1616, 1644), in three editions of the herbal of l'Obel (1576, 1581, 1591),

in one edition of Gerarde's herbal (1636) , and in one herbal of Parkinson (1640).

3&#V**

11
12

Fig. 11. "Turkish Corn"

Tabernaemontanus (15S8).

plane is without prop-roots.

(Plant A) of

Note that the

Fig. 12. "Indian Corn" (Plant B) of

Tabernaemontanus (1588). Note the very

distinct "flag leaves" and prop-roots.
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13 14

15

Figs. 13—16. Ears in the herbal of Tabernaemontonus (1588):

Fig. 13. "Red Turkish Corn" (left) and "Purple Turkish Corn" (right). Fig. 14. "Yellow

Turkish Corn" (Left) and "White Turkish Corn" (right). Fig. 15. "White, Brown and Dark
Blue Indian Corn" (left) and "Speckled Indian Corn" (right). Fig. 16. "Red and Brown Indian

Corn" (left) and "Yellow and White Indian Corn" (right).
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Figs. 17-20. Ears in the Tabernaemontanus herbal (1588):

Fig. 17. "Violet-colored Indian Corn" (left) and "Golden Indian Corn" (right). Fig. 18.

"White Indian Corn" (left) and "Black Indian Corn" (right). Fig. 19. "Red, Black and Brown
Indian Corn" (left) and "White, Violet, Brown and Yellow sprinkled with Brown Dots" (right).
Fig. 20. "Ears of Indian Corn."
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I'Obcl, 1 581:

ood These

grow out at the lower nodes of the stalk in most varieties of maize and are con-

spicuously over-developed, as has been pointed out, when the plant is moved

northward from the Tropics. Many features of the plant are highly stylized in

this cut. The flag leaves are drawn with flourishes. The tassel branches are

pictured as extending from the tip of the culm. The silks flow wavily from the

ears. The stalk is bisected, probably in order to fit the whole plant into the cut.

This is reproduced in a later edition of 1'ObePs herbal (1591), in the herbal of

Gerarde (1636), and in that of Hernandez (1651).

Camerarius, 15S6:

This cut (fig. 10) portrays a dwarfed plant, with an ear showing silks growing

out from the kernels, an enlarged tassel branch, and an enlarged spikclet. The

car is of about eight rows. Freak plants were generally looked upon as portents

during this period for this reason they were frequently included in the

herbals, even though they were not representative of their type. This cut is

reproduced in the 1586, 1611 and 1678 editions of the herbal of Matthiolus and

in the 1609 edition of the herbal of Durante.

Figs. 21 and 22. Ears from the Tabernaemontanus herbal (1588):

Fig. 21. "Yellow Indian Corn" and "Brown Indian Corn." Fig. 22.

Blue and Violet-Brown, also some Yellow and White Indian Corn Sprinkled

Dots."

"Yellow, White, also

with Violet and Blue
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Tabernaemontanus, 1'$88:

The 1588 edition of the herbal of Tabernaemontanus presents two stalks of

maize and 21 ears. One plant (A) (fig. 11), labeled Frumentum Turcicum, has

three very slim ears without "flag" leaves, has highly condensed tassel branches

and no prop-roots. The second plant (B) (fig. 12), named Frumentum Indicum,

bears three very fat ears, a higher number of tassel branches, and three rows of

prop-roots. This plant differs from that portrayed in the TObel cut (fig. 9) in its

firmer, more natural tassel branches, less artistic flourishes in the corn silks and

"flag" leaves, and having fewer rows of prop-roots. Four realistic ears (figs.

13 and 14) are presented under the heading frumentum Turcica m and seventeen

(figs. 15—23) under the heading Frumentum Indictim. The names for these cuts

are reversed in later editions of Tabernaemontanus and in copies in other herbals.

Fig. 23. "Dark Blue, Yellow, White and Speckled

with Dark Blue Dots," from Tabernaemontanus (1588).
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The cut of Plant A is reproduced in the later herbals of Tabernaemontanus of

1613 and 1664 as Frumcntum Imlicum and in the herbal of Bassaeus of 1590. The

cut of Plant B is reproduced in the Tabernaemontanus herbals of 1613 and 1664

as Frumentum Turcicum, in the Bassaeus herbal of 1590, and in the herbals of

Matthiolus of 1674 and 1698. All the ears are reproduced in the later editions of

the herbal of Tabernaemontanus.

Bauhin, 1651:

Bauhin presents a drawing of an ear of about ten rows with silks drawn real-

istically. Inset are several types of enlarged kernels: long and flat; round and

pointed; round and unpointed. (See fig. 24.)

Boccone, 1674:

In his edition of 1674, Boccone shows a freak plant with both the male and

female inflorescences growing out from one branch. Like the plant in Camerarius'

edition of 1586, this freak was probably presented as a portent. (See fig. 25.)

24

Fig. 24. Illustration of an car from
the herbal of Jean Bauhin (1651),

showing enlarged kernels of several

types.

A

CUJTL

Fig. 25. A freak maize plant

(Boccone, 1674), with both the

male and female inflorescences grow-
ing out from one branch.
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TABLE IV

WOODCUTSOF MAIZE IN THE 16TH AND 17TH CENTURYHERBALS

Herbals containing

original woodcuts of

maize

Fuchs, 1542

Dodonaeus, 15 66

L'Obel, 158 1

Camerarius, 15 86

Tabernaemontanus, 15 88

(Plant A)

Tabernaemontanus, 15 8 8

(Plant B)

Reprints

None

L'Obel, 1576

L'Obel, 1581

L'Obel, 1591

Dodonacus, 15 83

Dodonaeus, 1616
Gerarde, 163 6

Parkinson, 1640

Dodonaeus, 1676

L'Obel, 1591

Gerarde, 1636

Matthiolus, 158 6

Durante, 1609

Matthiolus, 161

1

Matthiolus, 1678

Bassaeus, 1590

Gerarde, 1597

Tabernaemontanus,
Tabernaemontanus,

1613

1674

Bauhin, 1651

Boccone, 1674

Bassaeus, 1590

Gerarde, 1597

Tabernaemontanus,
Tabernaemontanus,
Matthiolus, 1674

Matthiolus, 1678

1613

1664

Chabraeus. 1666

Red uctions

(Fr.)

Fuchs, 1545

Fuchs, 1549
Fuchs, 1549

Fuchs, 155 1

Lonicerus, 1551

Dodonaeus, 15 52

Fuchs, 155 3

Dodonaeus, 1553

Dodonaeus, 1 5 54

Dodonaeus, 15 63

Dodonaeus, 1578
Dodonaeus, 15 78 (Eng.)
Fuchs. 1595

Copies

Bock, 1546

Bock, 15 52

Bock, 1560

Cordus, 15 61

Matthiolus, 1570
Matthiolus, 15 83

Bauhin, 1651

Pancovius, 165 6

Chabraeus, 1666

Hernandez, 1 651

* Tabernaemontanus presents cuts of 21 ears along with the stalk illustrations. One or two of these
are sometimes reproduced, as in the herbal of Gerarde, 163 6.
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Conclusions

In the literature of exploration, the descriptions of maize are mostly frag-

mentary and inexact; in the herbals they are generally precise and well illustrated.

Although we are now in a position to discuss authoritatively the maize of the

herbalists, much more research will be necessary before we can speak with equal

authority on the maize of the New World in early post-Columbian times. The

literature of exploration is so vast, and bibliographic aids for consulting it are

still so few, that it will take years of work to bring the data together for critical

We
Wo

food

and in ceremonies. These indicate a relatively long use in the hands of skillful

cultivators.

What d Their chief value is

post

Our information in the herbals comes from two sources: text and illustrations.

There is not always exact correlation between the two where both appear. As has

been pointed out above, the herbalists frequently borrowed or copied each other's

woodcuts, and this was done apparently without determining whether the material

coincided with their text. Dodonaeus, for example, in his herbal of 1566, describes

an ear of eight to ten rows; yet in his illustration he includes an ear which appears

to have ten to twelve rows (see fig. 8). Both sources of information, therefore,

have to be considered separately in determining their biological significance. Gen-

erally it is from the woodcuts, where such detailed items as kernel shape, presence

of prop-roots, etc. can be observed, that we get most of our information.

How much of the text on maize is original in each of the herbals is hard to

determine. The classical tradition of copying from previous works was especially

true of the herbals. Their purpose, it must be remembered, was to allow the reader

to associate the particular plants of his region with those medically efficacious

plants described by the ancients. For example, in the herbal of Brunfels, the first

of the German Renaissance fathers of botany, descriptions are taken verbatim

from those of the ancients. With such a tradition, it is not unlikely that the

herbalists might have copied from each other descriptions of new plants. A num-

ber of characteristics appear much the same in most of the descriptions of maize.

Wherever the row number of the ear is mentioned in sixteenth-century herbals, an

eight- to ten-rowed ear is described. The growing season likewise is generally

the same—late March or April to late August or September. Some of the material,

such as the discussion of maize in the herbal of 1570 of Matthiolus, was influenced

wooby the New World chroniclers. The validity and originality of the

been discussed above.

The material of most value —both from text and woodcuts —comes from

herbals of the sixteenth century. Most of the woodcuts of the seventeenth century
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herbals are reprints or copies (See Table IV), and the texts, for the most part, are

similar to those of the preceding century. Moreover, in the later period, maize

was probably being reintroduced at various times and from various places and the

original introductions were probably hybridized.

The information presented here cannot be classified definitively. A compre-

hensive classification of maize is not yet in existence (see Anderson and Cutler,

1945). For some time to come, a complete and natural classification of the maize

of the world must be a project to work toward. Enough has already been done,

however, to point to certain significant characters of the corn plant which will

help us determine the inter-relationships of various types. From studies of the

maize of Mexico (Anderson, '46), of the United States Southwest (Carter and

Anderson, '45) and the Northeast (Brown and Anderson, '47), and of Central

America (Anderson, '47) it has been learned that the following characteristics

are particularly important in tracing the racial history of maize: row number;

breadth of culm; number of tassel branches; kernel size and shape (whether

pointed or dented) ; ear shape; leaf width; absence or presence of "flag" leaves, and

of prop-roots. With these characteristics in mind, it is clear that there are at

least two distinct types of maize discussed in the herbals. In the later herbals,

where both types appear, they are distinguished by different names. The first

type, that described and illustrated by Fuchs (1542, fig. 4), Dodonaeus (1566,

fig. 8), and Tabernaemontanus (Frumentum Turcicum, 1588, fig. 11), is with-

out prop-roots. It has an ear of about eight to ten rows, with some "flag" leaves,

few tassel branches, and a generally slender culm. These characteristics are sim-

ilar to those of Northern Flints —a type of maize recently studied and described by

Brown and Anderson ('47, p. 2):

The cars of the northeastern flints arc characteristically long and slender with 8-10 rows

of wide, crescent-shaped kernels . . . There are usually very few prop-roots above the level

of the soil surface. The culms are small and slender with long internodes and are lighter

green than most dent varieties. The leaves are narrow and the ears are borne on long shanks.

The leaves of the ear shoot (the husks) have conspicuous blades which are sometimes re-

ferred to as "flag leaves" by sweet-corn breeders.

The ear in the Fuchs illustration is clearly eight- to ten-rowed —a character

also mentioned by Fuchs in his text. The ears described and illustrated by Taber-

naemontanus (1588, figs. 13—23) also number about ten rows. The ear in the

Dodonaeus woodcut, however, which is inserted without husks at the bottom of

the drawing, appears to have a somewhat higher row number (about 12 rows),

although in the text he describes it as having eight to ten rows. This ear, strongly

tapering and perhaps of the dent type, might very well have been drawn from a

different plant from that used as model for the cut. The kernels in the illustra-

tions of Fuchs and Tabernaemontanus are distinctly rounded like flint kernels.

Certainly the most interesting characteristic of this first type of corn is its

lack of prop-roots. These develop conspicuously when many (although not all)

tropical varieties are moved farther north. The lack of them in all the early

plates and in most of the descriptions leads us to wonder if the corn first described
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by the herbalists was that introduced from the Caribbean by the Hispanic explorers.

These plates and descriptions indicate a type of corn other than those wheh might

most readily have come from the tropical regions of the Caribbean. Both TObel

(1581) and Tabernaemontanus (1588) present illustrations of this type of maize

without prop-roots and distinguish it from another type (discussed below) con-

taining several rows of roots. They label the former Frumcntum Turcicum

(Turkish Corn), and the latter, Frumcntum Indicum (Indian Corn). Parkinson

(1640) points out explicitly that the plant without prop-roots was prevalent in

England and that the plant with such roots was a "stranger". Flag leaves, another

characteristic of flint corns, are especially noticeable on the plant of Dodonaeus.

They are not shown, however, in Fuchs' illustration (where the husks are drawn

unnaturally) nor in the Turcicum cut of Tabernaemontanus. The other char-

acteristics, a slender culm and a few branches, can only be approximately studied

from the illustrations.

At the present time we can only speculate on what type of maize this is. It

might have been a Northern Flint, having, as has been pointed out, a number of

outstanding similarities. Such speculation naturally starts further questioning as

to where this type of maize originated and how it was introduced into Europe. We
know from the material in the herbals that it was grown in Germany and the Low

Countries at least fifty years after the Discovery of America. The herbalists

generally claimed that it came from the Orient. Fuchs (1542) says it was brought

into Germany from Greece or Asia. Dodonaeus, in early editions, calls the plant

Milium Indicum and associates it with the plant of Pliny, but in his edition of

1566, where his own drawing is first presented, he concludes that the plant is

unlike anything described by the ancients. Tabernaemontanus expressly dis-

tinguishes this type, which he labels Frumcntum Turcicum, from another which

he calls Frumcntum Indicum and which he says was brought in from the New
World. He makes no mention of the possible origin of the Turcicum plant but

from the name he very likely assumed an Oriental origin.

How a Northern Flint type might have reached Europe at such an early date

can only be guessed. It is known that the Northern Flints described by Brown

and Anderson were widespread in eastern North America in pre-Columbian times.

According to legend, two Norsemen, Karlsefn and Thorfin, in the years 1002 and

1006 A.D., brought back ears of corn to Europe from what is now Massachusetts

(Bowman, '15, p. 1). Could this be the maize that found its way in the gardens

of the herbalists? Or could it have been from a plant possibly brought into

Europe during the first quarter-century after the Discovery by some English ex-

plorers —especially since Parkinson (1640) reports that the corn without prop-

roots was most prevalent in England? If not, then it might be some variety, as

yet unstudied, from the Caribbean, without the conspicuous characteristic of prop-

roots. Such varieties have recently been discovered in the Amazon basin by Cutler,

but as yet these types have not been reported from the Caribbean. Maize from

this area was very probably introduced by many of the Hispanic explorers or even
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by Columbus himself. It could easily have reached Germany from Spain quite

early as both were part of the empire of Charles V and there was extensive trading

between the two countries.

The second type of maize, illustrated by PObcl (1581, fig. 9) and by Taber-

naemontanus (1588, fig. 12), seems to be one of the common corns from the

Caribbean area. It has a number of similarities to maize of this tropical region.

As usually occurs when these plants are moved out of the tropical zone north into

the temperate zone, several rows of prop-roots sprout from the lower nodes. The

ears depicted by Tabernaemontanus tend to be higher-rowed, another character-

istic of these corns. Both l'Obel and Tabernaemontanus make a distinction in

their illustrations between this type and that described above. This type is

labeled in both herbals "Indian Corn," and its origin, according to Tabernaemon-

tanus, is America. L'Obel, on the other hand, believed that it was similar to the

plant described by Pliny. Such a maize was very probably introduced into Europe

by the Hispanic explorers and reached Germany by the routes discussed above.

Summary

We now know that two general types of maize are discussed in the herbals.

The first type, which was first illustrated fifty years after the discovery of Amer-
ica (Fuchs, 1542), is similar to the typical flints of eastern North America and

was believed by most of the herbalists who discussed it to have been brought into

Europe from Asia. Where such a type of corn actually came from can only be

speculated upon. It may be some as-yet-unknown tropical variety closely related

to our flints, but the final answer will have to await further study. The second

type of maize, recognized by herbalists in the latter half of the sixteenth century

as different from the first and reported by them to have been brought in from

America, is much like the present-day corn of the Caribbean area and was very

likely introduced into Europe by the early Hispanic explorers.
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Appendix I

THE WOODCUTSOF THE GREATHERBALS

All of the illustrations in the herbals were printed from wood blocks. A
knowledge of how woodcuts are made, how they differ from other graphic

processes, and how they can be copied is helpful in understanding much of the

data on maize in the herbals.

Historical Background of Woodcuts.

As early as 1041, woodcuts were used by the Chinese to illustrate books. In

Europe before the discovery of the printing press, there was a wide use of block-

books in which both text and illustrations were printed from woodcuts. 9 '' In th

century after the discovery of the printing press, woodcuts found their widest use

and attained the peak of their artistic development as decorations and illustrations

of the printed text. Woodcuts produce prints from an inked surface in relief, as

does type. Both the cut and the type could be inked at the same time and, where

desired, both could be used on the same page. Intaglio printing, on the other

hand, which is not in relief, requires a separate inking and cannot be produced

on the same page with the printed text.

How Woodcuts Are Made.

In making a woodcut, the cutter worked from a design which was drawn,

traced, or pasted directly on the wood block, generally about % inch thick. The

parts of the block surface which were to print white were cut away, leaving the

parts to print black in relief.

There are two general types of woodcuts: the black-line and the white-line.

All of the woodcut illustrations in the herbals are of the black-line type. The

relief of the black-line cut is intended for the design itself, printing a black-line

drawing against a white ground. In making this type of cut, the cutter merely

cuts away from lines of a design drawn or pasted on the wood block. In the

early period of the craft this work was often done by woodcutters who belonged

to the class of the carpenter rather than to that of the artist.*

How Woodcuts Differ from Other Graphic Processes. —
Woodcuts differ from other illustrations in that the part of the block that is

inked for printing is in relief. In intaglio engravings and etchings, on the other

hand, the part inked for printing is cut into the surface. In lithography the

printing is from the surface without relief or indentation.

Lithography was not known during the 16th and 17th centuries, so the wood-

cuts of this period have chiefly to be distinguished from metal relief cuts and

intaglio-line engravings. Prints from the few metal relief cuts can be detected

»6

97

sometimes by the outline of the nails which fastened the metal plate on the wood

''Hind, Arthur M., History of woodcuts, pp. 3 5, 65-66.

**1M., p. 7.
97

Ibid., p. 30.
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block. 98 Prints made from woodcuts are impressed in the paper surface and in this

way can generally be distinguished from intaglio prints which are raised slight!

above the surface. A print from a woodcut does not show an outline of the

boundaries of the block, as does that from an intaglio plate. The woodcut line

is generally broader and less regular than the engraved line. Each side of the

woodcut line has to be cut separately, but the engraved line is made by a single

push of the burin and can be drawn very fine. The engraved line always ends in

a point, while the woodcut line can be made either blunt or pointed at the ends,

depending on the style of the artist.

Botanical Woodcuts

Botanical illustration, although gaining its greatest impetus from the woodcut,

certainly did not begin with that graphic technique. Hand-painted illustrations

of plants were used very early. Pliny reports that the herbal of Kratcuas, who

lived around 120 B.C., contained colored pictures of plants.
im The famous Anicia

Juliana Codex of Dioscorides (512 A.D.), which is still in existence, is similarly

illustrated.
100 In fact, the early herbals were generally illustrated in this manner.

Drawings such as these, copied and recopied throughout the Middle Ages, served

as models for the first botanical woodcuts. The earliest book of this kind, Das

puch dcr natur (The Book of Nature) of Konrad von Megcnberg, printed in 1475,

had been compiled three centuries earlier. The work had been widely copied before

it was printed, since 3 5 manuscripts still exist.
101 The Herbaritm of Apuleius

Platonicus, which was published with illustrations in 1481, also had been copied

and recopied for a long time, its possible origin dating as far back as the fifth

century. 10 - With each copying, the illustrations in these early herbals withdraw

farther and farther from nature. The first botanical woodcuts, as a result,

are little more than diagrams of the general appearance of plants and are often

unrecognizable. Exact details of the plant, such as type of venation or peculiar-

ities of leaf shape, are omitted.

The renaissance of botanical illustration started with the publication of Brun-

fels' Herbarum vivae eicones in 15 30. The work is significant because its 135

woodcut illustrations were designed from actual plants. It was one of the first

works to present pictures which even now retain their value as accurate scientific

documents. Brunfels wrote at the beginning of his work:

I have no other end than that of giving a prop to fallen botany; to bring back to life a

science almost extinct. And because this has seemed to me to be in no other way possible

than by thrusting aside all the old herbals, and publishing new and really life-like engrav-

ings, and along with them accurate descriptions extracted from ancient and trustworthy

authors, I have attempted both . . .

The realistic drawings in the work are important because they depict plants

98 Ivins, How prints look. New York, 1943, p. 39.
1M, Arber, op. cit.

y p. 8.

m) IhicL, p. 9.

l01 Ibid. 9 p. 14.
102 Ibid., p. 15.
108 Greene, op. cit. y p. 172, as quoted from Brunfels.
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whose morphology and anatomy were little known at the time the herbal was
compiled. Little could be said about botany by earlier herbalists because little was
known. Little could be described because few words had been created to describe

botanical organs. The descriptions that were used had been copied mostly from
the works of Greek and Roman writers handed down for more than 1000 years.

Yet by means of realistic depiction, Brunfels was able to project the first im-
portant botanical message of the renaissance. And through use of the woodcut,
the message was circulated widely —not only among physicians but also among
students of the gradually developing new science of botany. The descriptions

that could not be expressed in words were communicated in a more graphic fashion

a depiction in detail of the actual plant itself.

The realistic depiction of plants was continued on a larger and more elaborate

scale in the herbal of Fuchs, De bistort* stirjrium (1542). Of folio size, this

edition contains 500 drawings 13x8 inches. Fuchs' herbal is especially significant

in this study because it contains the first illustration of maize to be found in the

herbals and among the first drawings of the plant to be published in Europe.

Copying Woodcuts

In a period when illustrations were expensive and plant models for woodcuts
sometimes hard to get, woodcuts were frequently copied or borrowed by one
herbalist from another. Copying a cut of the same size entailed merely tracing
the design through transparent paper and pasting the paper on the block for
cutting. Cuts were commonly reduced or enlarged by means of a pantograph
a device with a pen at each end, one being used to trace the design to be copied, the
other attached to a hinged mechanism. This mechanical arm could be extended
for reducing and closed for enlarging— copying the tracing mechanically in reverse
of the original.

Many of the large cuts in Fuchs' herbal of 1542 were reduced by pantograph
in later editions and published in reverse of the original. Other reductions, how-
ever, which had the design printed in the same position as in the original, were
made by turning over the paper on which the design was pantographed before
pasting it on the cut.
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Appendix II

PASSAGESFROMORIGINAL TEXTS QUOTEDAND TRANSLATED

The following passages are the original text of the footnotes so numbered:

(

Este paw tiene la caria c asta en que nace tan gruessa como una asta de una langa gineta: y
alguna como el dedo pulgar e algo mas e menos segun la bowdad dela tierra do se siembra. E crecc
comuwmente mucho mas que la estatura de un howbre: e la hoja es como de cana comuw de
Castilla: y es mucho mas luewga e mas attcha e mas domable y mas verdc e menos aspera. E cada
una cana echa a lo menos una magorca: e alguwas dos e tres: e ay en cada magorca cc e a un.o.

(sic ?) e mas y menos granos seguw la gra//deza dela magorca. E cada magorca esta embuelta en tres o

quatro hojas o cascaras juwtas e justas al grano unas sobre otras algo asperas: e qtiesi de la tez o
gewero de las hojas de la cana en que nace: y esta tan guardado el grano por aqwrllas cortezas o
cascaras que lo cubren . . .

1 Como soy amigo de la legion de Plinio, dire aqui lo que dige del mi jo de la India, y pienso yo
que es lo mismo que en estas nuestras Indias llamamos mahiz, el qual auctor dige aquestas palabras:

"De diez anos aca es venido mijo de la India, de color negro de grande grano: el tallo como canas,

cresge siete pies: es dicho lobas e es fertilissimo sobre todas las ccvadas: de un grano nasc.cn tres

sextarios: sie ; mbrasse en lugares humidos." Por estas serias que este auctor nos da, yo lo avria por
main/, porque si dige que es negro, por la mayor parte el mahiz de Tierra-Firme es morado escuro,

6 Colorado, e tambien hay bianco, e mucho dcllo amarillo. Podria ser que Plinio no lo vido de

todas estas colores, sino de lo morado escuro que paresge negro. El tallo que dige que es como canas,

assi lo tiene el mahiz, y quien no lo conosgiesse e lo viesse en el campo, quando esta alto, penssara

que es un Canaveral. Los siete pies que dige que cresge, por la mayor parte aca es el mahiz algo

mas alto, y tambien mucho mas, y en partes menos, segund la fertilidad 6 bondad del terrcno en que
se siembra. Quanto a lo que dige de ser fertilissimo, ya he dicho lo que he visto, que es coger
ochenta e giento e giento e cinquenta hanegas de una de scmbradura: dige que siembra en

lugares humidos: humidissima tierra son estas Indias. Mas para comprobar la nesccssidad que el

mahiz tiene de estar puesto en tierra humida, 6 donde el agua le sea propigia, digo que estando en
Avila la Magcstad de la Emperatriz, nuestra senora, a la sagon que el Emperador, nuestro scrior,

estaba en Alemania, vi en aquella cibdad, que es una de las mas frias de Espana, dentro de una casa,

un buen pedago de mahizal de diez palmos de alto las canas, e algo mas c menos, e tan gruesas e

verdes e hermosas, como se puede ver en estas partes, donde mejor se pueda hager; y alii a par tenia

una anoria de que cada dia le regaban. Y en verdad yo quede maravillado, acordandome de la

distangia y de los difcrentes climas destas partes con Avila, y porque los testigos que diere desto,

scan apropossito mio, digo que en la misma casa possaba el muy reverendo serior doctor Bernal, del

Consejo Real de Indias por Sus Magestades, e que agora es obispo de Calahorra, lo qual fue el ario

de mill e quinientos e treynta de la Natividad de Chripsto, nuestro Redemptor.

1
Pliny's original text:

milium intra hos X annos ex India in Italiam invectum est nigrum colore, amplum grano,

harundineum culmo. adolescit ad pedes altitudine VII, praegrandibus comis —iubas vocant
omnium frugum fcrtilissimum. ex uno grano sextarii terni gignuntur. seri debet in umidis.

(Plrni Secundi Naturalis Historiae Libri XXXVII, Vol. Ill, Lipsiae, 1892, Lib. XVIII, Cap.
7, p. 157.)

The confusion between Oviedo's term lobas and Pliny's tubas was probably a textual misinterpreta-
tion.

De un grano nasce una cana solamente; empero muchas voces una cana Ileva dos v tres espigas,

y una espiga cien granos y docientos, y aun cuatrocientos, y tal hay que seiscientos. Crescc la cana
un estado y mas, engorda mucho, y echa las hojas como nuestras canas; pero mas anchas, mas largas,

mas verdes y mas blandas . . . Viene a sazon en cuatro meses, y en algunas tierras en tres v a mas
y medio en regadio, mas no es tan bueno.

'Tampoco tenian trigo en todas las Indias, que son otro mundo; falta grandisima segun la usanza
de aca mas empero las naturales de aquellas partes no sintian ni sienten tal falta, comiendo pan de
maiz, y comenlo to dos . . . Para comer pan cuecen el grano en agua, estrujan, muelen, y amasanlo;

y, o lo cuecen en el rescoldo, envuelto en sus hojas, que no ticnen hornos, o lo asan sobre las brasas;

otros lo muelen el grano entrc dos piedras como mostaza, ca no tienen molinos; pero es muy bien
trabajo, asi por la dureza como por la continuacion, que no se tiene como el pan de trigo; v asi, las

mujeres pasan trabajo en cocer cada dia; duro pierde el sabor y enderescese presto, y a tres dias se

mohesce y aun pudre. Ensucia y dana mucho la dentadura, y por cso traen gran cuidado de alimpiars*
los dientes.
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,s Todos por la mayor parte beben agua, pero a ninguno desplagc el vino: antes son muy amigos

del, e aquestc hagen del mahiz, segund la cantidad que quieren hagcr de cbicha, que assi llaman a su

vino, c para hagerlo tienen esta forma. Ponen el mahiz en remojo, e assi esta hasta que alii en el

aqua COmienga a brotar por los pegones, e se hincha, e salen unos cogollicos por aquclla parte quel

grano estuvo pegado en la magorca que se crio; e desquc esta assi sagonada, cueccnlo en buen agua,

e despues que ha dada giertos hervores e menguado la cantidad que ya elloi saben ques menestcr,

apart an del fuego la olla 6 tinajuela en que lo cuegen, e repossasc e assientase abaxo el grano. 1

aquel dia no esta para beber: pero el segundo dia esta mas asentado, e enmiengan a beber dcllo,

aunque esta algo cspesso: c \l tergero dia esta bueno c claro, por que esta de todo punto assentado,

v el quarto dia muy mejor, e la color dello es como la del vino cogido bianco de Espana, y cs gentd

brevage. El quinto dia se comicnga a agedar, y el sexto mas, y el scptimo es vinagrc, e no para

beberse • •

M
[loi indios] beben tanta cantidad [del brebaje de maiz] que los emborracha; y para ese cfecto

se junta!) en cuadrillas en casas particulars, haciendo unas danzas y bailes con atambres y
instrumentos torpes; y cs costumbre que nunca bebe ninguno destos indios esta bebida solo, sino que

tienen todos los vasos a pares, y habiendo de beber el uno en uno de los dichos vasos, ha de dar de

beber al compariero en el otro . . . .

Aquel dia u otro adelante de la fiesta . . . cogen muchos manojos de mahiz atados, e poncnlos

alrededor del monton de los sacrifigios e alii p nero los maestro* 6 sagerdotes de Luqifer, que

estan en aquellos sus tcmplos, e luego el cacique, e por orden los principalis de grado en grado, hasta

que ninguno de los hombres queda, se sacritican i sajan con unas navajuelas de pedernal agudas las

lenguas e orejas y el miembro 6 verga generativo (cada qual segund su devogion), e hinchen de

sang re aquel mahiz, e despues repartenlo de manera que alcange a todos, por poco que les quepa, e

comenlo como por cosa muy bendita.

'*' Hoc frumentum, ut alia multa, ex eorum
Graecia autem & Asia in Genua nia venit, unde
uniuersam hodie Immanissimus Turca occupat

Turrkisch korn dominant.

R6 Radicibus nititur mult is, obliquis et fibratis, quibus etiam accedunt fulcra quacdam ab imo
geniculo undique cxeuntia, et in tcrram demissa, quibus vento agitata seges sustentatur . . .

1 Hac aetate frumentum Turcicum, aut Saracenicum nominatur: inde quod ex Asia aut Graecia,

quae Turcarum imperio modo parent, advectuw existimetur

. . . his ipsis frumentum Turcicum dissimile sit, non triticum Bactrianum, scd nouo tritici

Turcici nomine potius nuncupandum, donee veins eius nomen Oedipus aliquis demowstrarit, qui a

veteribus alicubi descriptum, aut cognitum fuisse, pcrsuadere queat.

' Haudquaquam ex Asia que Turcorum Imperatori paret, (ut a plurisque et vulgo creditum est)

aut ex Oriente, sed ab Occidente et ex America, vicinisquc insulis, in Hispaniam primum, deinde

in alias Europae provincias invectum.

1,0
Potest inter Tritici genera quoque reeenseri illud frumenti genus, quod quidam perperam

Turcicum appellant. Perperam, inquam, quod Indicum, non Turcicum, vocari debeat. Nam ex

occidentalibus Indiis primo allatum est, non ex Turcia, et Asia, ut credidit Fuchsius.

est gencre quae aliunde ad nos translata sunt. E
Turcicum frumentum appellatum est: Asiam cnim

Germani etiam ad loca unde afTertur respicientes,

Page 29.

—

OVIEDO, 1535.

. . . ponense cinco o seys indios .. . uno
desuiado del otro un passo en ala puestos v

cow sendos palos o macanas en las manos y
daw un golpe en tierra con aquel palo de

punta e meneanle porque abra algo mas la

tierra y sacan le luego. E en aquel agujero

que hi/o echan con la otra mano siniestra

quatro o cinco granos de Mahiz que saca de

una taleguilla que lleva cenida o al cuello e

con el pie cierra el hoyo con los granos porque
los Papagayos e otras aves no los coman. E
luego dan otro passo adelante e haze lo mesmo
y desta forma a compas y prossiguiendo de un
tenor: en ala todos aquellos indios siembran

hasta que llcgan al cabo dela haga o tierra que

siembran e dela misma guisa bueluen al

contrario e dan la buelta sembrawdo hasta que

hinchen toda la haga c la aeaban de sembrar

. . . (folios 71-72).

MATTHIOLUS, 1570.

Serunt Indi hoc semen, quod Malitz vocawt,

hoc modo. Descendunt in agrum aliquot

simul, recta linea dispositi, aequaliterque

distantes. et deinde aeuto palo terram per-

forant dextra manu et itatim quatuor quin

queve grana sinistra manu in unum quodque;

foramen conjiciunt, pede altero foramenta

occludentcs, ne Psitaci semen depascantur. Et

ita seriatim passu suo distantias meticntes,

agrum totum semine replent retrocedentes.

Verum anteaquam semen terrae credant, biduo

id aqua macerant, nee serunt, nisi prius terra

pluvia maduerit. Nascitur infra paucos dies,

e quarto in India demctitur mense (p. 305.)
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